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What is Equipment Layout? 

Equipment Layout is the process that begins after the Facility Planning effort is nearly complete. 

Once you have the process flow defined, the equipment selected, and the space in which the 

equipment must fit, then you have the task of laying out the equipment. 

Be warned, that there is software out there, that claims to find the optimum solution. PlantFlow3D 

is even more impressive in this effort. But it is to a large degree spurious. 

Why?  Because they do not consider important factors. Such as: 

 Fork truck access 

 Maintenance access. 

 Electrical Panel locations, and clearances. 

 Stair locations, and means of egress. 

 Coexistence with Ductwork, Electrical, Utility Lines. 

 Structural Bracing interferences. 

 Ergonomic considerations. 

 Operator needs, safety, egress, tool carts, cabinets. 

This should give you the idea. 

Yes, having the two highest affinity process steps adjacent to one another is important. But 

generally speaking this is an easy thing to arrange in a sequential product process flow, is it not? 

 



Existing structures, new structures, ductwork, equipment, walkways, 
concrete foundations, piping, electrical, full clearance checking, total 
design loads, ergonomics, egress……all coordinated in one place. 
 
Equipment layouts, are highly integrated into the selected process flow 
map generated in the facility planning process. As you can see above, 
coordination with all the engineering disciplines is needed. 
 
We have handled some very large jobs this way, we are certain to handle 
the smaller ones! 



Ergonomics, Egress, Access, and most importantly, Safety! 
Need clearance for a Bridge Crane and a Job Crane? No automated 

plant flow software is going to get that done for you. 



Equipment layout goes from 
overall equipment location 
drawings at right, to 3D 

schematic layouts of piping, 
and arrangement studies of 
passing monorail carriers. 

 
Experience here matters! 



Equipment layout, involves material handling. 

Equipment layout concerns were of major interest in 
these areas. The material handling carrier rail system, 
has to route to many places, and get to the operator in 
an ergonomic presentation. 
 
3D equipment layouts, are the only way to do this 
anymore. And in the below system, the actual carriers 
were simulated to move within the layout. This 
discovered interferences as the carriers made a 90 
degree turn. 

 
RASPIR equipment layouts are the most thorough on 
the market today.  



Equipment layout, requires attention to 
details. And interplays with facility 
planning efforts. Building area, roof 

height, maintenance access etc. 



Ferrous and Non-Ferrous Foundries 

Forging Facilities 

Chemical Processing Plants 

Food Processing Plants 

Industries that have used our Equipment Layout expertise.: 

Metal Processing Plants 

Laboratory and Testing Facilities 

Warehousing Facilities 

Lighting Plants 
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